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Organic Cashew kernels on sale!

Organic Cashew kernels, Whole, W450s.
Origin:
Available:
Packaging:
Minimum purchase:
Price:

Guinea Bissau
promptly
22,68 kg
1 pallet = 30 x 22,68 kg
from 1 pallet:
7,25 EUR/kg FCA Hamburg
from 5 pallets: 7,20 EUR/kg FCA Hamburg
from 10 pallets: 7,15 EUR/kg FCA Hamburg
from 25 pallets: 6,95 EUR/kg FCA Hamburg

The offer is non-binding, subject to change, subject to prior sale.
If you are interested, we will be pleased to send you analyses and a
specification.

Good example of sustainable production!

One product that cannot be sourced from Europe is our high-quality,
organically certified Coconut sugar. Sustainability is nevertheless
capitalized here through the traditional harvesting of natural palms in
smallholder projects.
The Coconut sugar is made from the nectar of the inflorescences of the
coconut palms. The nectar collected in bamboo tubes is boiled down
until it crystallizes. It is then purified and packaged. We have been
working very successfully with this product from Indonesia for more
than 5 years now.
Contact us now for this natural alternative sweetener.

In our assortment you can find

Organic Coconut sugar
Origin: Indonesia

Order Now

New sources of supply acquired!

Sesame, which we originally sourced from Paraguay, will alternatively
be imported from African countries in the future. Due to the climate, this
raw material is difficult to obtain from the South American region this
year due to severe drought. Alternatively, we are procuring goods from
Egypt and Uganda that are comparable in quality.
In our assortment you can find

Organic Sesame natural
Origin: Egypt, Uganda, Türkey

Organic Sesame hulled
Origin: Pakistan, Turkey
Order Now

Interested in our assortment?
We offer a wide range of different products. An overview can be found
in our assortment: www.delphiorganic.com/bio-mandeln/. If you are
looking for an article that is not listed, we will try to fulfill this wish as
well.
Please do not hesitate to contact us:
mdornhege@delphiorganic.com
+49 251 28056-11
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